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ABSTRACT 
Let T: D(T) CX--, Y be an unbounded linear operator where X and Y are normed spaces. It is 
shown that if Y is complete then T is strictly singular if and only if T is the sum of a continuous 
strictly singular operator nd an unbounded finite rank operator. A counterexample is constructed 
for the case in which Y is not complete. 
Let X and Y be normed linear spaces and let L(X, Y) be the class of  linear 
transformations T defined on a linear subspace D(T) of  X and having range 
in Y. The operator TeL(X,  Y) is called strictly singular if there is no infinite 
dimensional subspace M of  D(T) for which the restriction of  T to M has a 
continuous inverse. This definition coincides with the classical one [3] when T 
is bounded and X and Y are Banach spaces. Unbounded strictly singular 
operators can be shown to have applications in the perturbation theory of 
closed semi-Fredholm operators. For example if T is a given unbounded 
operator in L(X, Y) and if S e L(X, Y) is a strictly singular operator which is 
T-bounded (cf. [2]) then S is obviously T-strictly singular in the sense of  [2], 
Definition V.3.1. In that case various perturbation theorems are valid [2]. 
In the present note it will be shown that provided Y is complete, an un- 
bounded operator T is strictly singular if and only if it has the form T= A + F 
where A is continuous and strictly singular and F is an unbounded finite rank 
operator (Theorem 3). Example 8 shows that not all unbounded strictly singular 
operators are of  this form. However if TeL(X,  Y) is strictly singular then Twill 
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also be strictly singular s an element of L(X, I7), where 17 is the completion 
of Y (cf. Corollaries 6 and 7). 
Given TeL(X,  Y), X r will denote the linear space D(T) with the norm 
11 x II T = II x II + II Tx tl. The operator G e L(X r, X) is defined by Gx = x(x e D(T)). 
For an arbitrary subspace M of X we denote by J (M)  the family of infinite 
dimensional subspaces of M. The null space and range of T are denoted by 
N(T) and R(T) respectively. 
In what follows T will denote an operator in L(X, Y). The following Lemma 
is known (cf. [3]; also [2], 80): 
1. LEMMA. If T does not have a continuous inverse when restricted to any 
closed subspace of finite codimension in X, then corresponding to any e>0 
there exists Me ~ (D(T)) such that T/M is precompact and [I T/Mll <- e. 
PROOF. The hypothesis implies the existence of sequences (x~) in D(T) and 
(x;~) in X'  subject to the conditions: ]Ix, l] =x'nxn= llx~ll = 1 and [ITxnl[ <3-he, 
where x2 is chosen from N(x{), x3 from N(x{)nN(x~), etc. It is then verified 
that M=sp(xn) has the required properties. [] 
The operator T is called partially continuous if a subspace M of finite 
codimension exists for which T/M is continuous. 
2. LEMMA. [1] T is partially continuous if and only if  every infinite di- 
mensional subspace E of X contains another such subspace F for which T/F 
is continuous. 
PROOF. Assume that for each EeS(X)  there exists Fed;(E) for which 
T/F is continuous. Let E~ ~(D(T)) and choose Fe  5(E) such that T/F is 
continuous. Then G- I /F  is an isomorphism since [[G-lx[l=[lx[l+llTxl]<_ 
_(1 + [[ T/F[I)[Ix[I for x~F. Consequently G has no precompact restriction on 
any infinite dimensional subspace of its domain. By Lemma 1, there is a closed 
subspace M of finite codimension in X r such that G/M has a continuous 
inverse. Therefore, T/GM is continuous. If N is a subspace of X comple- 
mentary to D(T), then GM(~N is a subspace of finite codimension i X upon 
which T is continuous. [] 
3. THEOREM. Let Y be complete. Then T & an unbounded strictly s&gular 
operator if and only if  T is of the form A + F where A is continuous and strictly 
singular and F is an unbounded finite rank operator. 
PROOF. Suppose T is an unbounded strictly singular operator. Then 
dim D(T) = oo and by Lemma 1 every infinite dimensional subspace of D(T) 
contains another such subspace M such that T/M is precompact and hence 
continuous. Therefore by Lemma 2 there exists a finite codimensional subspace 
E of D(T) for which T/E is continuous. Since Y is complete, T/E extends to 
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a continuous operator (T/E)-  defined on E, the closure of E. There exists a 
finite dimensional subspace N of D(T) for which D(T) =E@N. Let P be the 
projection of D(T) onto E with null space N. Then P is continuous: Indeed if 
{Xl . . . . .  x,} is a basis for N and Ni=sp{xl .... ,xi-l ,  xi+l . . . . .  x,} then each 
E+N i is closed ([2], 16) and hence there exists by the Hahn-Banach Theorem 
an fe  D(T) '  such that f i  (xi) = 1 and 3~ (x) = 0 for x e E + N i . Let Q = Y~ i,_, fi ® Xi" 
Then Q is a continuous projection with range N and null space E and P = 1 -  Q. 
Let A = (T/E) - .P and F= T-A .  Then A and F have the required properties. 
Conversely let T= A + F where A is continuous and strictly singular and F is 
unbounded and of finite rank. Let M be a subspace of D(T) for which T/M 
has a continuous inverse. Then T/MNN(F)=A/MNN(F)  has a continuous 
inverse. Hence dim Mr) N(F) < ~ since A is strictly singular and D(A) D D(T). 
Since F has finite rank, N(F) has finite codimension i  D(F). But D(F)DD(T). 
It follows that M is finite dimensional. Therefore T is strictly singular and 
moreover unbounded since A is continuous and F is unbounded. [] 
Example 8 below shows that Theorem 3 fails if Y is not assumed complete. 
4. COROLLARY. I f  Y is complete then every closable strictly singular oper- 
ator in L(X, Y) is continuous. 
5. COROLLARY. Every adjoint strictly singular operator is continuous. 
6. COROLLARY. I f  T is strictly singular then T is partially continuous. 
7. COROLLARY. The sum of two strictly singular operators is trictly singular. 
We call a finite rank operator FeL(X,  Y) irreducible if F= ~ik=L g i~Y i  
where each gi is an unbounded linear functional on D(F) and Yx ..... y~ are 
linearly independent elements of Y. Clearly the sum of two finite rank irre- 
ducible operators is either irreducible or zero. 
8. EXAMPLE. There exists a strictly singular operator which is not the sum 
of a continuous operator and a finite rank operator. Let X= l= and let Z 
be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Let (en) be the sequence of vectors 
(1,0 .... ), (0, 1,... ) .... in lo~ and let (fn) be the sequence of functionals defined 
by fn(ek)=d~k (n,k= 1,2,...). Let (Yn) be a basic sequence in Z. Define 
S= F,==I 2-nf,®yn . Then S is a compact injective operator in L(X, Z). Let To 
be the restriction of S to a dense subspace of codimension one, set Y= R(To) 
and select a point xo¢X\  D(To). Define TeL(X,  Y) by Tx= Tox (xeD(To)) 
and Txo = 0. It is obvious that T is an unbounded strictly singular operator. 
Suppose (if possible) that T= A + F where A is continuous and F is a finite rank 
operator. We may clearly suppose that F is irreducible. We now have S -A  = 
=F+S-  T where S -  T is irreducible and of rank one. Since S-A  is con- 
tinuous it follows that F+ S -T=0.  Therefore R(F)=sp{Sxo}, contradicting 
R(F) C Y. Thus T is a strictly singular operator of the type required. 
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